Add an ‘a’

In each of these words, the letter ‘a’ is missing. Add it in the right place and rewrite the word.

- while
- balloon
- vse
- fce
- cryon
- clendr
- strw
- orange
- rainbow
- thread
- elephant
- bnn

Learning Outcome: Inserts the letter ‘a’ appropriately to spell words.
The King’s Gifts

Read this little rhyme and answer some questions.

Three little Guinea pigs went to see the King.
One brought a rose; one brought a ring; one brought a turnip to give to the King.

- The number of guinea pigs who went to the king were
  - one
  - three
  - four

- How many carried a present?
  - One of them
  - Two of them
  - All of them

- Which of these was not gifted to the king?
  - Vegetable
  - Flower
  - Instrument
  - Ornament

- In the end, how many gifts would the king have received?
  - Two
  - Three
  - Six

Learning Outcome: Reads and comprehends
Make Sentences

Use the words in the boxes to make sentences.

- A can is a metal container.
- A shape is a round circle.
- A after dentist looks teeth.
- A grass colour of the Green looks.
- A small fish is a goldfish.
- A instrument is a musical guitar.
Unscramble these letters and write the words.

- The hottest month: U M R S E M
- The third month: H A C R M
- The inside of your hand: M A P L
- A large group of people: O D C W R
- A group of soldiers: M A Y R
- The part where the leg joins the foot: N L A E K
- Someone who draws or paints: R I A T T S
Homes of Animals

Identify the given animal homes and write their names in the space provided.

Dog
Cow

Horse
Pig

Sheep
Duck
Safe or Unsafe

Identify whether the activities given below are ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’. Put a tick mark in the correct box.

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]

Safe [ ] Unsafe [ ]